We introduce reference structures { a basic mathematical model of a data organization capable to store and utilize information about its addresses. A propositional labeled modal language is used as a speci cation and programming language for reference structures; the satis ability algorithm for modal language gives a method of building and optimizing reference structures satisfying a given formula. Corresponding labeled modal logics are presented, supplied with cut free axiomatizations, completeness and decidability theorems are proved. Initialization of typed variables in some programming languages is presented as an example of a reference structure building.
Introduction
We suggest to interpret a labeled modal formula m] ]A as \memory cell m stores sentence A" and to treat propositional variables as names of the cell contents. The labeled modal language allows to keep control over both uni cation of names and validity of the information stored.
All this eventually makes it possible to do some sort of programming of referential data structures by means of labeled modal language in the following way.
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We consider a language with atomic data constants c 1 ; c 2 ; : : :, variables m 1 ; m 2 ; : : : for memory cell addresses, operationbof reading the contents of a cell, operation ] ]( ) for storing information to a cell, boolean connectives.
A formula in this language may be regarded as a speci cation of a memory con guration which stores data les c 1 ; c 2 ; : : : together with an information about contents of other cells, location of les, etc. The standard completeness and cut elimination proof of a corresponding logic of refence structures in fact gives an algorithm which veri es the uni ability of names and semantical correctness of this speci cation and in a positive case provides a data allocation table in abstract addresses.
The compiling problem turns out to be NP-complete. The corresponding algorithm suggested in the current paper is a hybrid of the uni cation and some sort of boolean satis ability procedures.
The restriction of the underlying objects to sentences (with validity relation on them) does not lead to a loss of generality for our purposes: if a proper data c i originally represents a number N, we assume that c i is the sentence \this is a number N"; the same treatment may be given to other sorts of proper information: terms, names, addresses, etc.
The general de nition of a reference structure covers not only a wide class of computer data organizations, but also cross-references with built in reference assignments in formal languages, the system of proofs and theorems in a formal theory, etc. However in the current paper we restict this general de nition to pure reference structures closely oriented to the computer data bases. Since there will be no others here we will use a general name reference structures for the pure ones.
2 Reference Structures 2.1 De nition. The language L(M; C) of a reference structure depends on two sets M and C and is de ned as follows. Let C = fc 1 ; c 2 ; : : :; >g be a set of data constants, which will represent a proper information to be stored in a reference structure. Let also M = f1; 2; : : :g be a set of memory cells. It does not mean, however that we intend to store the entire list in one cell 1. We will see now how a regular reference structure "list" looks like: The main question here is how to decide whether there exists a reference structure satisfying given storage description, and to construct one if it exists. A nite equation system alone can be solved in linear time (cf. 4], 5]). The semantic component however spoils the picture: the problem immediately becomes at least NP-hard, since it naturally includes the satis ability problem for the classical propositional logic. Below we'll show that it is NP-complete.
Logic of reference structures
Usually the Uni cation Algorithm deals with nite systems of \unconditional" equalities of the form A = B. Fast algorithms of solving such systems were suggested in 4] (cf. also 6]). We assume that formulas are presented as directed acyclic graphes with shared variables (dags) which allow lineartime uni cation ( 4] ).
We will also be interested in the \conditional" equalities of the form
For a convenience we consider some deterministic variant of the Uni cation Algorithm by xing an order of the equations for this algorithm to choose. The suitable modi cation U of the uni cation algorithm for \conditional" equalities works as follows. Using the standard uni cation algorithm solve the unconditional part of the system and calculate its m.g.u. . Then pick a \conditional" equality and check the conditions S j = W j : If the condition fails, then take the next \conditional" equality. If the conditions are ful lled, add the succedent equality to the unconditional part and solve the system again. The process terminates when the checking procedure fails to add new equalities or the uni cation algorithm fails to solve a current unconditional part of the system. The standard argument proves that this modi cation gives the most general uni er (m.g.u.) of the system with \conditional" equations. The standard m.g.u. of the set of equations (1) L formula. Without a loss of generality we restrict the set of cell variables CVar to its nite fragment fm 1 ; m 2 ; : : : ; m r g (corresponding restriction should be put on the set of reference variables). Also we assume that Con is nite. 
is not uni able. , where is an empty substitution, and try repeatedly to apply the saturation rules while they add to the tree some node with the label sequent di erent from the label of its parent. The rules can be applied to an arbitrary leaf of the current part of the tree if its label sequent ?
is not an axiom of LR G ; in the formulations of the rules we suppose that such a leaf (a current node) is already chosen and labeled by (? ; ). 4.10 Lemma. The saturation process terminates. Proof. Rules 1-4 do not change the subformulas of the sequent so they can not be applied in nitely many times. Any application of the rule 5 reduces the set of variables occurring in ? , thus any path in a saturation tree is nite and the tree itself is nite.
Therefore the saturation process always terminates and computes some saturation tree of a given sequent. We say that the saturation process succeeds if it produces a saturation tree with all leafs labeled with axioms; otherwise it fails.
4.11 Lemma. If the saturation process on a given sequent succeeds, then the sequent is provable in LR ? G .
Proof. A saturation tree with all leafs labeled by axioms is in fact the tree-like derivation in LR ? G of the sequent labeling the root.
Suppose the saturation process fails on a sequent ? 0 0 . Then it produces a leaf of the saturation tree labeled by ( It is clear, that the xed point reference variables remain sort of parameters of the future reference structure and they can be evaluated in either way. However the rules of the game require them to become ground sentences. The easiest way to ensure it is to introduce special new constants to evaluate these variables. 4.17 Theorem.
1. The problem "whether < = (R; ) is a reference structure" is polytime.
2. The satis ability problem for the language b L is NP-complete.
5 Reference structures building and optimization.
The language b L can now be considered as a programming language for designing reference structures with reading procedures. A program here is a labeled modal formula P describing the properties of some reference structure < . The satis ability algorithm extracted from the proofs of the Theorem 4.2 checks whether P is satis able and constructs a nite model of P, which is a desired reference structure.
We reduce the problem of constructing a model of P to the problem of constructing a countermodel for the sequent P . The saturation algorithm checks whether this sequent is provable and transforms it into the sequent ? with saturation properties. If saturation succeeds, then LR`:P, and thus there is no reference structure satisfying the condition P. If saturation fails, then we have a quadratic of the size of P reference structure < and an interpretation such that P is valid in <.
Let us consider an example of a problem \initialization of typed variables", which comes from some common programming languages like PASCAL, C, etc. we have to check whether a 2 D and, if it is, to build a data structure which stores a as an object of type together with some address which is the value of corresponding pointer. The basic elements to construct a reference structure from are constants for objects of primitive types. A reference structure is supposed to represent the type structure in a way that provides a direct access to any subobject of a given object. Proof. Similar to the proof of the completeness Theorem 4.2. The logics LR 1 and LR 1?1 are also decidable. The satis ability algorithms from the completeness proofs for these logics can be used in the same way as that for LR to construct reference structures without double stored sentences. The complexity bounds from Theorem 4.17 are also preserved.
Example. (Initialization of typed variables

